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Introduction

This Educators’ Complete Guide to the Mini-Writing Festival is 

designed to help teachers and school leaders:

● engage with the Mini-Writing Festival program, 

● navigate the dashboard, and 

● make the best use of the tools and literacy resources. 

It can be used by individual teachers or collaboratively across a stage or school 

to help plan for Terms 2, 3 and 4.
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What is the Mini-Writing Festival Program?

An interactive writing Festival 
and literacy program.

Based on the Children’s Book 
Council of Australia’s Book 
Week theme: 
dreaming with eyes open….

It guides teachers and 
students through curriculum- 
based literacy experiences.

● Who? Ages 5-14. Kindergarten to Year 8.

● How? Access the Festival resources on demand, 
participate in live events, interact with authors and 
assign digital activities to students, in order to create 
pieces of writing that can be turned into a book.

● Where? Educators and students can access the 
platform on all devices at school or at home at any 
time.

● When? Live Festival workshops (May 30th - June 3rd 
for primary and June 7th and 8th for high school). 
Resources and tools available throughout the year.

● What? Live & on demand workshops with 20+ 
authors, micro-videos for teaching prompts, 
instructional slides for explicit teaching, Student 
Writing Journal worksheets and digital activities. 
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Introduction

What happens during the program?

Watch authors model their writing process, in response to their own Writing 
Challenge, at the Littlescribe Mini-Writing Festival.

Littlescribe’s Mini-Writing Festival provides an opportunity for students to work together with 
more than 20 Australian authors and illustrators to explore the magical process of creating 
stories, writing text and publishing books. This year we introduce students to authors who have 
created their Author’s Writing Challenge after thinking about the Book Week theme: Dreaming 
with eyes open…

➔ Students are asked by each author to write a response to a challenge. Ideally, they 
respond to the challenge before the workshop, as this provides opportunities to compare 
and contrast writing processes with the author’s techniques. They can imagine the title, 
play the scenes in their head, and start to sketch illustrations for their book creations.

➔ During the workshops, authors will accept their own writing challenge and model how they 
would respond. Students can incorporate the author’s tips and tricks, plus other ideas 
throughout the workshop, into their own writing process. These full videos can be viewed 
after the live event until the end of term 3, allowing educators and students the flexibility to 
use these resources throughout term three.

➔ After the Festival students can choose to use one author’s writing challenge as their 
prompt for writing, or they can combine many ideas and different challenges to create 
their  masterpiece! 

➔ Students can finish their writing - revise, edit and create the final draft, turn their writing 
into pages for a book and get it published in time for Book Week celebrations!
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Introduction

The Mini-Writing Festival writing process.

1. Research and record: Gather information on authors and the writing process.

2. Read, watch, & listen: Study example texts, using quality texts by Australian authors. 

3. Identify purpose: Think about themes, topics, and issues. What is the purpose of the writing?

4. Reflect on learning: Revise the writing processes, text structures, and language.

5. Explore vocabulary: Use the Author’s 3 Words videos to play around with language and words.

6. Prepare a writing plan: Respond to the Author Writing Challenges. Revise writing styles and text 
structures. Use the narrative writing plan, comic strip, storyboard, or mind map worksheets. 

7. Write a 1st draft: Start recording the ideas and text for the writing. Create a front cover, first 
sentence, paragraph, page, illustration, or poster for the writing. Share on the Story Starter Wall 
for feedback and reviews.

8. Participate in the Author Workshops: Watch, listen and respond to authors and illustrators 
describing the creative process. Students can compare and contrast responses, writing 
techniques, and strategies.

9. Make new connections: Combine ideas from throughout the program and reflect on the writing 
processes discussed, Compare and contrast responses to the writing challenges, reflect on 
previous knowledge, incorporate new understanding into writing techniques and apply new 
knowledge when creating writing and illustrations.

10. Story creation & book publishing: Write a final draft and create a printed or digital version of 
the writing.
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Overview

10

Resources and tools

● Overview - What is there for teachers to use?

● Discover the ‘Dashboard.’ 

● Discover the Author Pages.

● Festival Activity Packs: Activities 1-10.

● Student Writing Journals. 

● Author’s 3 Words: Vocabulary.

● Author Writing Challenges: Narrative writing prompt.

● Story Starter Wall.

● MiniReview: Assessment and data collection.

● Author Workshops.

● Micro Videos.
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Overview - What is there for teachers to use?

Author Pages Festival Activity Packs

Micro Videos Author Workshops

Student Writing Journal

Story Starter WallBook Creation Tools

MiniReview
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1. Login on the Educators’ dashboard 

and tap ‘Mini-Writing Festival.’ 

2. See the Mini-Writing Festival dashboard.

From here you can view all workshops and 

click on the link(s) to access resources. 

12

Discover the dashboard.

Resources and tools
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3. Click the author image to open 
the ‘Author Page’ and their 
resources.

In each Author page you will find:
➔ Instructional teaching slides.
➔ The Student Writing Journal.
➔ Author Videos.
➔ Author Workshops (June).
➔ Links to the syllabus.

13

Discover the author pages.

Resources and tools
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Slides to explicitly guide students through 
discussion, focus questions, ideas and 
activities.

Collect samples of student work as 
students record, write, draw, design and 
brainstorm their ideas for writing. Print it 
out as a workbook or share PDF files.

Choose from 100s of daily writing activities 
using the Mini-Writing Festival themes. 
Filter by themes, topics, literacy skills. 
Assign to individual students or to the 
whole class.

Festival Activity Packs
Instructional Teaching Slides 

FestivalScribesStudent Writing Journal
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Author Pages - program resources and tools. 

The author pages contain Festival Activity Packs that include slides, PDF downloads, images, videos and 
worksheets. 

Resources and tools
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Collaborate with Australian authors and 
students from across the country during 
the Festival week, or watch the full videos 
on demand until the end of Term 3.
These videos explore a specific writing skill 
and provide a prompt for a task or related 
activities. 

Publish work on the Story Starter wall to 
share ideas with other students. Publish to 
the digital library to receive feedback and 
comments. Reflect on suggestions, 
compare with other work, and revise, 
reword and write the next version of your 
writing.

A series of mini assessment tasks for 
narrative or persuasive writing. A focused 
tool to help teachers plan and execute 
targeted skills for individual student 
learning.

On Demand Workshops 
& Micro Videos

The MiniReviewThe Story Starter Wall
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Author Pages - program resources and tools. 
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Use ideas from prompts and activities to 
create the text, illustrations and page 
designs for your own book.
Access the variety of supporting 
resources including writing plans, page 
templates and student worksheets.

The Mini-Writing Festival is linked to the 
Children’s Book Council of Australia’s book 
week theme; Dreaming with eyes open. 
Our author, Jasmine Seymour was asked 
to design the artwork for this year’s 
theme. Her workshop will explore her 
writing and illustrating processes.

Students can transform their work into 
digital and printable projects like books, 
cards, and calendars.  These are 
shareable with online audiences - 
bringing purpose to their writing.

16
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Author Pages - program resources and tools. 
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Festival Activity Packs.

There is a Festival Activity Pack for every author.  

Each one contains:

● 10 sequenced activities - download in one go or access individually.
● Instructional teaching slides. 

Resources and tools
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Resources and tools

Each Festival Activity Pack contains 10 
sequenced literacy activities and can be found 
in the Author Pages on the dashboard.

The following slides provide an overview of the 
10 activities.

The information provided includes:

➔ An example of the Instructional Teaching 

slide. (Available in the Author’s Page.)

➔ A description of the lesson focus, 

including the purpose and learning 

outcomes of the activity.

➔ An example of the corresponding student 

worksheet. (Available in the Student 

Writing Journal.)

10 Festival Activities:

1. CBCA Book Week Theme Poster

2. Author Biography

3. Book Reviews

4. Questions for the author

5. A letter to the author

6. Author’s 3 Words

7. Author Writing Challenge

8. Create a front cover

9. Workshop: Author Tips & Tricks

10. Book Creation

Festival Activity Packs: Activities 1-10.
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Instructional Teaching Slides

Activity 1 - Book Week Theme
Purpose: To explore themes and to form and express new 
ideas based on the CBCA 2022 Book Week theme - 
Dreaming with eyes open…
Learning Outcomes:
➔ To identify related ideas based on a theme.
➔ To make connections between previous knowledge 

and experiences, and an identified theme.
➔ To identify and discuss visual elements and the 

meaning they confer.
➔ Use new ideas to create a poster based on the Book 

Week theme.

Activity 2 - Author Biography
Purpose: To research information about the Mini-Writing 
Festival authors and their writing techniques,  and to 
present information in the form of a report or biography.
Learning Outcomes:
➔ To recall and summarise information and effectively 

communicate knowledge through discussion.
➔ To select appropriate words and utilise language 

devices in order to clarify thinking and communicate 
the purpose of the text.

➔ To use the text structure and features of a report and / 
or a biography in order to create a text.

19

Festival Literacy Activities.

Resources and tools

Description of Activities Student Writing Journal 
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Activity 3 - Book Reviews
Purpose: To read, watch and listen to the books of the 
Mini-Writing Festival authors, and to form and express 
opinions about the qualities and features of a text.
Learning Outcomes:
➔ To contribute to discussions based on the ideas, topics, 

and author intentions of the book(s)read.
➔ To record both facts and opinions to inform an 

audience.
➔ To use the text structures and language features of a 

review to create a text that will inform and persuade.

Activity 4 - Questions for the author
Purpose: To build knowledge on the authors in order to 
understand and inquire about interesting topics or issues 
related to them. To interact with authors to learn about 
writing processes.
Learning Outcomes:
➔ To gather relevant information in order to form 

interesting questions.
➔ To understand the purpose of different types of 

questions and the answers they produce.
➔ To communicate own experiences and opinions and 

relate them to the interests and experiences of others.

20
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Festival Literacy Activities.
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Activity 5 - A letter to the author
Purpose: To write a persuasive letter in order to 
communicate with authors and convince them of the 
student’s personal preferences and experiences.
Learning Outcomes:
➔ To select appropriate vocabulary and persuasive 

language in order to convince an audience.
➔ To use the text structure of an informal or formal letter.
➔ To communicate with an author to discuss literacy 

topics.

Activity 6 - Vocabulary: Author’s 3 Words
Purpose: To explore vocabulary related to the author’s 
writing challenge, the CBCA book week theme or the 
writing process in general.
Learning Outcomes:
➔ To write definitions of the author’s words and to use 

them in different types of sentences and descriptions.
➔ To explore the etymology of each word (base words, 

prefixes, suffixes).
➔ To make a list of synonyms and antonyms for each 

word.
➔ To record examples of similes and metaphors related 

to the 3 Words.
➔ To write alliterative sentences that contain the words.

21
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Activity 7 - Author Writing Challenge
Purpose: To respond to a writing challenge from the author 
that directs and prompts to start a writing activity.
Learning Outcomes:
➔ To sketch, draw, storyboard or create a comic strip in 

response to the writing challenge.
➔ To write the opening paragraph, the first page, a 

chapter, or a first draft of the story.
➔ To publish a digital version of the work for feedback, 

comments and assessment.
➔ To make predictions on how the author will answer 

their own challenge.

Activity 8 - Book Creation: Front Covers
Purpose: To create the front and back cover for a book 
based on the Author Writing Challenge. 
Learning Outcomes:
➔ To create a visual representation of ideas in relation to 

book creation.
➔ To revise and explain the different features of book 

front and back covers.
➔ To explore the inferred meaning that can be 

communicated visually through choice of colour, 
patterns, designs and illustration.

22
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Activity 9 - Author Workshops
Purpose: To participate in the author workshops, collecting 
and connecting ideas for writing techniques and processes.
Learning Outcomes:
➔ To record notes from the authors, collecting important 

writing tips and tricks.
➔ To respond to drawing, vocabulary and writing 

challenges.
➔ To compare and contrast different student responses to 

the Author’s Writing Challenge.
➔ To compare and contrast the author’s writing process 

with own skills and strategies.
➔ To gather and use new ideas for writing that can be 

incorporated into the 2nd or final draft of the text written 
in response to the writing challenges. 

Activity 10 - Book Publishing
Purpose: To create a piece of writing in order to entertain, 
persuade and  / or inform, and to publish the work as a digital 
book.
Learning Outcomes:
➔ To use one of the Author Writing Challenges as the 

prompt for writing. 
➔ To revise and edit the 1st draft of writing, or create a new 

piece of writing for a book.
➔ To combine ideas from the Festival and the different 

Author Writing Challenges to complete your writing.
➔ To edit, revise, reword and then complete the final version 

of writing.
➔ To publish in the Littlescribe Library or Story Starter Wall.
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Teaching Notes:
➔ Use the instructional slides for the board, as printable 

resources or save and send PDF copies.
➔ Select appropriate activities for different ability levels.
➔ Find links to additional resources in the FestivalScribe, 

DailyScribe and WeeklyScribe collections.

Feedback & Comments: Students post their ideas, 
pictures, first page of their stories based on the author’s 
writing challenge on the Story Starter Wall.

Did you know? Authors will announce their favourite poster 
or page, read out their favourite letter, and answer 
questions from students during their workshop.

Teaching Notes for Festival Activities.

24
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Summary of festival activity learning outcomes.

1. Research, read, and review:
- Learn about the authors and their books.
- Create reviews, questions, letters.
- Explore vocabulary with the Author’s 3 Words.

2. Respond to the Author Writing Challenges:
- Write a response, first sentence, page or first draft.
- Create a title, front cover, contents page or illustration.
- Use a writing plan to structure the text of the writing.

3. Feedback & editing - Revise, re-write and review:
- Participate in the workshops or watch the author videos.
- Compare & contrast skills, strategies and writing techniques 

before and after the workshop and reflect on learning.
- Write a 2nd draft, revise text, create book pages, illustrations and 

designs and publish a digital or printed book.

4. Celebrate writing in time for Book Week or for end of year 
presentations.
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This journal can be used to create ideas, 
responses and writing throughout the 
Mini-Writing Festival.

What? Each Festival Activity has a related 
worksheet for students to use to record 
responses.

Where? The worksheets have been combined to 
create a Student Writing Journal, located in the 
Author Pages section on the platform.

➔ Teachers can: customise the Student Writing 
Journal by choosing appropriate activities for 
their students and printing multiple copies of 
the same worksheet for different authors.

➔ Students can:  record ideas, plan for writing, 
collect tips and tricks and refer back to their 
collection of work in order to reflect upon their 
writing techniques and processes.

Students..

Create their own written responses to the author 

challenges.

Use the Student Writing Journal to:

➔ Record their initial ideas.

➔ Select an appropriate writing style and 

text type to respond to the challenge.

➔ Plan the structure of the text.

➔ Think of a title, write the first page and / or 

create the first page of a book.

➔ Write the first draft.

Publish their work in their digital library or on the 

Story Starter Wall.

Authors will review the 

submissions to their

writing challenge on

the Story Starter Wall.

26

Student Writing Journal
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View the micro-videos where authors introduce 3 words, and explore 

vocabulary activities based on those words. 

● Authors are asked to give 3 examples of their favourite words. 

● Students are challenged to use those words in their own writing.

● During the Author Workshops students are encouraged to brainstorm 

words.

● These words can be collected and used for various vocabulary activities.

Writing Activities
Teachers can use these words for a range of 
activities including:

➔ Vocabulary brainstorms,
➔ Word webs or lists,
➔ Descriptions,
➔ Poetry,
➔ Visual Literacy.

Using the Vocabulary Worksheet
Students can record vocab and take notes.

Some suggestions:
➔ Synonyms and antonyms.
➔ Alliteration.
➔ Parts of speech.
➔ Figurative language.
➔ Sentence writing.

27
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View the micro-videos where authors introduce 

a writing challenge for students to respond to 

prior to the workshop. 

In the workshops each author will respond to 

their own writing challenge and model how they 

would: 

● organise their ideas, 

● plan their writing, and

● start the first draft. 

Authors will model their writing process and 

describe tips and tricks for students to record.

➔ The details of the challenges are 

recorded in slides available to use in the 

Author Resources section of the website.

➔ Completed work can be uploaded to the 

Story Starter Wall and shared with 

students across the country.

Students can:
➔ Respond to the challenge and write their 

plan, title, first paragraph or first draft.

➔ Make predictions about how the author 

will respond to their own challenge in the 

workshop.

➔ Compare and contrast their writing with 

the author’s and other students from 

across the country and revise, reword and 

edit their writing before publishing a final 

version.

Publish their work in their digital library or on the 

Story Starter Wall.

Authors will review the submissions to their 

writing challenge from the Story Starter Wall.

28
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Author Writing Challenges - Overview.

Purpose: Writing to entertain - Narrative Text Structures.
Aim: For students to respond to the challenges by writing a plan, first draft, first sentence, paragraph, page/s.

Sue Whiting: 
Story Quests

Narrative texts, text structure, sequence of events, & action scenes.

Aim: To understand how to develop plot, and how to describe a sequence of events in 
a story using descriptive language and explorations of the setting.

Tina Wilson & 
Matt Ottley: 
Setting the scene 
with music.

Imaginative writing, settings, scenes, atmosphere, mood, and music.

Aim: To develop skills in descriptive writing by exploring settings, scenes, mood and 
atmosphere through music.

Jackie French:
Recount

Narrative texts, recount, sequence of events & descriptive language.

Aim: To explore a day in the life of an animal or character and to find interesting 
objects and things that influence the character.

James Foley:
Character 
complications

Imaginative writing, descriptions, characters and complications, and overcoming 
obstacles.

Aim: To experiment with character development in order to develop deeper levels of 
meaning when character behaviours and motivations are examined.

Jasmine 
Seymour:
Visual Literacy

Imaginative writing, visual literacy, illustration, & storytelling with pictures.

Aim: To infer meaning through the relationship of text and imagery by exploring 
symbolism in images, colours patterns and designs.

29
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FestivalScribe

What? FestivalScribe includes versions of 
DailyScribes and WeeklyScribes that are single 
lesson literacy activities or sequential 5-10 lesson 
sets based on a range of themes, topics and literacy 
skills.

Where? FestivalScribe can be accessed through 
your dashboard on the Littlescribe platform. 

Why? Find resources on topics related to the 
Mini-Writing Festival, and discover additional 
Littlescribe content for extension activities.

➔ Teachers can: choose from the wide range of 
activities, and digitally assign them to students. 
When they have completed the activity teachers 
can send feedback via each student’s account.

➔ Students can: type a digital response, or record 
work with handwritten responses and upload a 
photo or scan of their work to the platform. 

30
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1. The Story Starter Wall is an online space for students to publish 
and share original writing for others to read, including our 
authors.

➔ Design and create the first page of your book and a book cover.

➔ Create posters of the work done during the Festival.

➔ Publish a digital book using ideas explored during the Festival. 

➔ Share writing ideas with other students and authors. 

Story Starter Wall

2. Submit your questions to the authors via the google 

form links in  the Restival Activity Packs!

Submit Your Questions

31

Interaction with authors
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Teachers can choose to assess one or all 
of 10 key writing skills:

● Audience
● Text Structure
● Ideas
● Vocabulary
● Characters / Settings OR persuasive 

devices.
● Cohesion
● Paragraphs
● Sentence Structure
● Punctuation
● Spelling

32

MiniReview

The MiniReview is a tool for teachers to use to assess and record student ability 
levels in writing. Using the assessment tool features, teachers can record student 
progress, leave feedback, and record comments.

➔ Based on student assessment data, teachers can plan and program 
writing activities and specific literacy skills to continue to develop quality 
lessons to enhance student learning outcomes.

➔ Teachers have the option to use any writing prompt and any sample of 
student writing, or they can use Littlescribe’s example assessments.

➔ Students can answer the question with a written or typed response. Typed 
responses are automatically saved in the Littlescribe platform and can be 
accessed at any time. Written responses can be uploaded onto the 
platform as an image or PDF file. Teachers can then allocate an 
achievement level (Limited, Basic, Sound, High, Outstanding), write 
feedback to send to students, record personal teaching notes, and then 
plan for individuals or groups of students.

➔ There are example writing assessment prompts for both narrative and 
persuasive writing styles. Topics have been selected for specific age 
groups, however, any of the writing assessment examples can be used.

Resources and tools
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Pre Workshop:
➔ Create a timetable for the Festival week.

➔ Record predictions.

➔ Respond to the Author Writing Challenges.

Live Workshop:
➔ Take notes on the author’s tips & tricks, and 

writing processes.

➔ Record words for word charts. Draw pictures.

➔ Compare the author’s writing techniques with 

your own.

➔ Think about ideas for stories and books.

Post Workshop:
➔ Use one of the Author Writing Challenges as the 

prompt for your writing. 

➔ Revise and edit the 1st draft of writing, or create 

a new piece of writing for a book.

➔ Combine ideas from the Festival and the 

different Author Writing Challenges to complete 

your writing.

➔ Complete the final version of your writing.

➔ Publish in the Littlescribe Library or Story Starter 

Wall.

How to prepare for author workshops.

Students should come prepared with pencils, paper and whiteboards for 

recording ideas from the workshops!

Watch workshops live or on demand.

33
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Book Week Celebrations

Book Week Pack - released in June

The purpose of these resources is to provide teachers and students with persuasive and informative 

writing activities that encourage students to create their own material to promote and celebrate Book 

Week. The pack includes:
➔ Create a poster

➔ Create a series of cards

➔ Write an opinion piece

➔ Discussion - Writing Prompts

➔ Persuade me … book promotions

➔ Brochures

➔ Posters

➔ Book Reviews

➔ Opinion Pieces

➔ Informative Posters

➔ Script for a video advertisement

➔ Design a web page

➔ Write an email

➔ Write an informative / persuasive letter

34
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Book Creation Tools - purpose and audience

35

Resources and tools

Create and share your work
●  You can upload images and files from your computer to create a Littlescribe project.
●  Your writing can stay as a single page or be made into a book, calendar, card or poster.
●  You can share to digital libraries and the Story Starter Wall.

How to create a 
book

How to create a 
calendar

Videos showing how to create 
projects using Littlescribe.

How to add to 
story starter wall

https://youtu.be/nHqVrFF-lBU
https://youtu.be/nHqVrFF-lBU
https://youtu.be/ef8rRo2PNS8
https://youtu.be/ef8rRo2PNS8
https://youtu.be/bdfb55Snlfc
https://youtu.be/bdfb55Snlfc
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Opportunities for different writing styles: 

Imaginative Persuasive writing Informative writing 

Author Writing Challenges: 

➔ Oliver Phommavanh: 

Characters.

➔ Kirli Saunders: Visual Literacy, 

Storytelling through pictures.

➔ Katrina McKelvey: Navigating 

emotions.

➔ Lisa Nicol: Dream Settings.

➔ Jacqueline Harvey: Plot.

➔ A persuasive letter to the 

author.

➔ Book reviews / reports.

➔ Marketing material for Book 

Week - made by students.

➔ A review of the Mini-writing 

Festival.

➔ Kristin Darell’s workshop - 

Facts VS Opinions.

➔ Author biographies and book 

reviews.

➔ Book Week posters, letters, 

emails, announcements, 

speeches.

➔ Research & notetaking.

➔ Reports.

37
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List of Literacy Activities

Key Activities

Theme: CBCA Book Week
Brainstorming
Mind maps
Reading
Drawing
Writing
Research
Note-taking
Theme: Authors
Biography
Author reports
Book reviews
Writing a letter
Forming questions
Visual literacy

Narrative Elements

Characters
Settings
Plot
Text structure & features

Author’s 3 words

Word definitions
Sentence writing
Word lists, banks, charts
Parts of speech
Figurative language

Author Writing Challenge

Response
1st draft
Book title, contents
First sentence, paragraph 
First page.
Writing planner
Comic strip
Storyboards
Front & back book covers

Story Creation

Book publishing
Feedback

Participate in Live workshops

Record tips & tricks
Compare & contrast
Respond to visual prompts
Festival review
Student learning reflection

Book Publishing

2nd / final draft
Review, reword, revise
Editing & proofreading

Book Week

Posters
Brochures
Scriptwriting
Advertisements
Emails
Letters to the community
Proposal to the principal
Speeches
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List of FestivalScribes

From the Festival Activity Packs: Additional support resources:

1. Author biographies
2. Book reviews
3. Letter to the author
4. Questions for the author
5. Vocabulary - Author’s 3 Words
6. Author Writing Challenge

7. Book front covers
8. Designing a front 

cover
9. Writing a report

10. Writing a biography
11. Favourite books
12. Favourite characters
13. Favourite authors
14. How to form questions
15. Interview techniques
16. Kristin Darell Micro 

Video
17. How to write a letter

18. Persuasive letters
19. Informal letters
20. Parts of speech
21. Figurative language
22. Sentences
23. Alliteration
24. Poetry
25. Narrative structures
26. Storyboards
27. Comic strips
28. Page layout & design
29. Purpose & audience

● Choose from 100s of daily writing activities using themes from the 
Mini-Writing Festival. Filter by themes, topics, literacy skills. 

● Assign to individual students or to the whole class.
● Activities are updated and released throughout the year.
● Use for remote learning, extensions and differentiation.
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List of Kindergarten FestivalScribes

For early stage one, foundation or prep years.

● Exploring Settings - Places I like. Places I do not like.
● Exploring Settings - New places, new worlds.
● Exploring Settings - Old places, old worlds.
● Exploring Settings - Real places, real worlds.
● Exploring Settings - Other places, other worlds.
● Creating Characters - I like / dislike.
● Creating Characters - Descriptions
● Creating Characters - What does this character do?
● Creating Characters - Where are they?
● Creating Characters - Put them in a story!
● Fact VS Opinion - My opinion
● Fact VS Opinion - News Reports
● Fact VS Opinion - Things that are true
● Fact VS Opinion - What I like / dislike
● Fact VS Opinion - What is the truth?

● Objects, items & things - Inside. Outside.
● Objects, items & things - My favourites.
● Objects, items & things - Found in stories.
● Objects, items & things - From another world.
● Objects, items & things - What does that do?
● Searching for stories - Stories I like /dislike.
● Searching for stories - In books.
● Searching for stories - On screens.
● Searching for stories - In games.
● Searching for stories - Historical stories.
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Kindergarten / Prep - Syllabus Outcomes

NSW Syllabus Outcomes
ENe-1A Communicates with peers and known adults in informal and guided activities demonstrating emerging skills of group interaction.
ENe-8B Demonstrates emerging skills & knowledge of texts to read & view, and shows developing awareness of purpose, audience & subject matter.
ENe-10C Thinks imaginatively &  creatively about familiar topics, simple ideas and the basic features of texts when responding to &  composing texts. 
ENe-11D  Responds to and composes simple texts about familiar aspects of the world and their own experiences.

Victorian Curriculum Content Descriptions
VCELA141 Text structure and organisation Understand that texts can take many forms, and that imaginative and informative texts have different purposes. 
VCELA142 Text structure and organisation Understand concepts about print and screen, including how books, film and simple digital texts work, and know some 
features of print, including directionality.
VCELA145 Expressing & Developing Ideas. Explore the different contribution of words and images to meaning in stories and informative texts.
VCELT159 Creating Literature Retell familiar literary texts through performance, use of illustrations and images. 
VCELA168 Phonics & Word Knowledge Identify rhyming words, alliteration patterns, syllables and some sounds (phonemes) in spoken words. 
VCELT171 Responding to Literature Share feelings and thoughts about the events and characters in texts. 

Australian Curriculum Content Descriptions
ACELA1430 Text Structure Understand that texts can take many forms, can be very short (for example an exit sign) or quite long (for example an information book 
or a film) and that stories and informative texts have different purposes. 
ACELA1433 Text Structure Understand concepts about print and screen, including how books, film and simple digital texts work, and know some features of print, for 
example directionality. 
ACELA1786 Expressing Ideas Explore the different contribution of words and images to meaning in stories and informative texts. 
ACELA1439 Phonics & Word Knowledge Recognise and generate rhyming words, alliteration patterns, syllables and sounds (phonemes) in spoken words.
ACELT1577 Responding to Literature Respond to texts, identifying favourite stories, authors and illustrators. 
ACELT1783 Responding to Literature Share feelings and thoughts about the events and characters in texts. 
ACELT1578 Examining Literature Identify some features of texts including events and characters and retell events from a text. 
ACELT1580 Creating Literature Retell familiar literary texts through performance, use of illustrations and images.

New K-2 Syllabus Links
ENE-CWT-01 Creates written texts that include at least 2 related ideas and correct simple sentences.
ENE-SPELL-01 Applies phonological, orthographic and morphological generalisations and strategies to spell taught familiar and high frequency words when 
creating texts.
ENE-UARL-01 Understands and responds to literature read to them.
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Lower Primary - Syllabus Outcomes

NSW Syllabus Outcomes
EN1-1A Communicates with a range of people in informal and guided activities demonstrating interaction skills and considers how own communication is 
adjusted in different situations.
EN1-10C Thinks imaginatively and creatively about familiar topics, ideas and texts when responding to and composing texts.
EN1-11D Responds to and composes a range of texts about familiar aspects of the world and their own experiences.
EN1-12E Identifies and discusses aspects of their own and others’ learning.

Victorian Curriculum Content Descriptions
ACELA1470 Expressing Ideas Understand the use of vocabulary about familiar and new topics and experiment with and begin to make conscious choices of 
vocabulary to suit audience and purpose. 
VCELY210 Interacting with others Engage in conversations and discussions, using active listening, showing interest, and contributing ideas, information and 
questions, taking turns and recognising the contributions of others.
VCELA216 Expressing and developing ideas Understand that nouns represent people, places, things and ideas and include common, proper, concrete or abstract, 
and that noun groups/phrases can be expanded using articles and adjectives.
VCELA237 Expressing and developing ideas Understand the use of vocabulary about familiar and new topics and experiment with and begin to make conscious 
choices of vocabulary to suit audience and purpose.
VCELY244 Interacting with others Listen for specific purposes and information, including instructions, and extend students’ own and others' ideas in discussions 
through initiating topics, making positive statements, and voicing disagreement in an appropriate manner.

Australian Curriculum Content Descriptions
ACELA1453 Expressing Ideas Compare different kinds of images in narrative and informative texts and discuss how they contribute to meaning.
ACELT1586 Creating Literature Recreate texts imaginatively using drawing, writing, performance and digital forms of communication. 
ACELY1656 Interacting with Others Engage in conversations & discussions, using active listening behaviours, showing interest, & contributing ideas, information & 
questions. 
ACELA1463 Text Structure Understand that different types of texts have identifiable text structures and language features that help the text serve its purpose. 
ACELA1468 Expressing Ideas Understand that nouns represent people, places, concrete objects and abstract concepts; that there are three types of nouns: 
common, proper and pronouns; and that noun groups/phrases can be expanded using articles and adjectives. 
ACELA1470 Expressing Ideas Understand the use of vocabulary about familiar and new topics and experiment with and begin to make conscious choices of 
vocabulary to suit audience and purpose. 

New K-2 Syllabus Links
EN1-CWT-01 Plans, creates and revises texts written for different purposes, including paragraphs, using knowledge of vocabulary, text features and sentence 
structure.
EN1-SPELL-01 Applies phonological, orthographic and morphological generalisations and strategies when spelling words in a range of writing contexts.
EN1-UARL-01 Understands and responds to literature by creating texts using similar structures, intentional language choices and features appropriate to audience 
and purpose.
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Links to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Policy Documents.

NSW Department of Education, Aboriginal Education Policy

1.1.3 increasing knowledge and understanding of the histories, cultures and experiences 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as the First Peoples of Australia

1.5.5 Incorporate the cultural contexts, values and practices of local Aboriginal 
communities into the mainstream delivery of education.

Victoria Department of Education Koorie Education Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Education

Create a positive climate for learning and development where services demonstrate 
the highest levels of respect and inclusion

AECG TEACHING LOCAL NSW ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES AND CULTURES A GUIDE FOR 
SCHOOLS

AITSL

● Focus Area 1.4: Strategies for teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Students

● Focus Area 2.4: Understand and respect Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people to promote reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
Australians
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https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-learning/aec/policy-strategy-and-business-systems
https://www2.education.vic.gov.au/pal/koorie-education/policy
https://www2.education.vic.gov.au/pal/koorie-education/policy
https://www.aecg.nsw.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Aborginal-Language-and-Culure-Programmes-Schools-Guide-1_June2014.pdf
https://www.aecg.nsw.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Aborginal-Language-and-Culure-Programmes-Schools-Guide-1_June2014.pdf
https://www.aitsl.edu.au/teach/standards
https://www.aitsl.edu.au/teach/standards
https://www.aitsl.edu.au/teach/standards
https://www.aitsl.edu.au/teach/standards
https://www.aitsl.edu.au/teach/standards
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Evidence-based teaching practices.
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High expectations Assessment and Data collection

Our Littlescribe authors are a collection of highly regarded 

Australian authors and illustrators who are passionate about 

getting students writing and sharing their love of literature and 

story creation.

The author’s use their own work and experience to share, the 

often imperfect, process of writing while encouraging students 

to continue to investigate, explore, experiment and participate 

in diverse literacy adventures.

We have high expectations for our Littlescribe students and we 

are proud that we have built a platform where their work can 

be recognised and celebrated. The Festival’s purpose is to 

promote the value of writing, the importance of practise, and 

the need for inspiring, quality literature, while at the same time 

providing an engaging series of activities that result in  a 

celebration of Australian children’s writing.

Assessment and data collection is an important tool to use to 

evaluate, measure, and document the learning progress, skill 

acquisition, or educational needs of students. We have created 

the MiniReview tool that can be used to collect work samples 

and analysis of student portfolios. Choosing from either an 

imaginative or persuasive text structure, students can write a 

written response to the activity question. Teachers can use the 

marking criteria to check for students’ understanding and 

inform what should be taught next.

Curriculum, Policies & Planning 
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Evidence-based teaching practices.
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Links to prior knowledge / reflection / new connections

Our programs and activities are created to provide 

opportunities for students to activate prior understandings, 

discuss new information and integrate it with what is already 

understood.

The literacy activities include focus questions to generate 

discussion, direct ideas and to prompt students to recall their 

own experiences and understanding. Depending on the topic, 

these questions prompt the students to think about:

● What do I already understand?

● What can I add to what I understand?

● How is this similar or different to other ideas, concepts 

or procedures?

● What can be changed from what I previously 

understood?

● How can I relate new ideas and information to what I 

already understood?

Before the students attend the Author Workshops, they have 

the opportunity to work through the Pre-Workshop activities in 

the Festival Activity Packs. This allows students to collect 

information on the authors and their books, as well as revising 

text structures, book conventions, and vocabulary

The activities are designed to:

● Introduce the author.

● Research information and take notes on the author and 

their interests and purposes for writing.

● Discuss relevant ideas, themes and topics. 

● Refer to previous learning: author’s other works, similar 

texts. 

● Link ideas and personal experiences to writing prompts.

Curriculum, Policies & Planning 
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Mini-Writing Festival James Foley’s Visual Prompts Student Writing Journals

Author Writing Challenges: 

● Authors describe their writing 

techniques.

● Student responses are examined for 

feedback.

● Skills and strategies are recorded via 

illustrated notes during the 

workshops.

● We provide examples, themes or 

literacy skills in different forms 

including PDF files, Teaching slides, 

picture prompts, and videos.

During the Workshop Videos, James Foley 

creates drawings and records ideas 

explored by the author and participating 

students.

These drawings provide visual prompts for 

students and can be accessed in the 

lesson plan section of the Mini-Writing 

Festival page on the website.

Provide a record of student work:

● Brainstorm their ideas through 

mind maps.

● Record and extend their 

vocabulary through word banks 

and themed word lists, parts of 

speech and figurative language.

● Theme based worksheets, for 

example; book reviews, letters, 

biographies, and writing planners..
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Explicit teaching and modelling of skills and strategies.

Evidence-based teaching practices.
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We realise that every teacher, student and classroom has unique abilities and learning 
requirements. In order to cater for different levels of experience and classroom situations, we 
create programs and lessons that are flexible and can be adjusted to meet learning needs.

● Programs and activities can be modified or extended to fit into timetables.
● Sequenced lesson activities build on previous knowledge and increase in complexity.
● Activities provide opportunities for students to make connections with previous learning and 

experiences.
● Worksheets and printable card versions of lesson activities are available to provide alternative 

viewing options.
● Instructional teaching slides are provided for students to view on smartboards, ipads, tablets, etc.

Our programs have  been developed to encourage teachers to adjust them in terms of:
● The level of complexity,
● The amount of structure provided,
● The range of materials provided,
● Allocated time - Pacing of lessons or overall project,
● The form of expression - e.g. text type or writing style, etc.
● The level of independence required.

Students are encouraged to present their work in different forms and in creative ways. 
We explore storyboards, comic strips, graphic novels, imaginative procedures and creative responses - if a 
student wants to publish their persuasive poster on anti-bullying by using the structure of a comic strip 
and the dialogue of a 19th Century colonial - we salute them!
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Examples of how to differentiate content.
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How can this program be integrated into the school structure, environment 
and the school literacy program?

Designed for teachers to deliver content in a way that is accessible and flexible in order to 
meet the needs of the students, the class and the school, the Mini-Writing Festival can be 
incorporated into literacy and writing programs and align with school scope and sequences.

It includes:
● Sequenced activities to build knowledge.
● Identification and clarification of skills.
● Activities to model how to apply skills and knowledge.
● Opportunities to explore imaginative and persuasive writing styles.
● Links to the curriculum and syllabus documents.
● Suggestions for differentiating the activities to either extend or modify content.
● Links to department policies for Aboriginal education policies including the Capability 

Framework: Teaching Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander EAL/D learners.
● A skills checklist to record and assess student learning and student self assessment 

tasks.
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How can it be incorporated into Scope and Sequences?
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Term 1 Term 2 Terms 3 and 4

Pre Workshop Activities
■ Book Week Theme

■ Author Biography

■ Book Reviews

■ Questions for authors

■ A letter to the author

■ Vocabulary: Author’s 3 

Words

■ Author Writing Challenge

■ Writing 1st Draft

Live Workshop Activities
■ Attend Author Workshops

■ Record Author Tips & Tricks

■ Review Writing

■ Author’s 3 Words

■ Author Writing Challenge

■ Story Creation

■ Book Publication

Post Workshop Activities
■ Festival Reviews

■ Student Learning Reflections

■ Micro Videos

■ Story Writing

■ Book Creation

■ Book Week Celebrations

■ Other Projects

Access FestivalScribe, the Littlescribe Library, project creations 

and the Story Starter Wall at any time throughout the Festival!

Mini-Writing Festival Suggested Timeline
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About Littlescribe

Book a meeting Email us 
hello@littlescribe.com

Call us 1300 365 735

Need some help or want to speak to one of 
our literacy experts?

The Educators’ Complete Guide
To the Mini-Writing Festival
AN INTEGRATED WRITING PROGRAM

https://youtu.be/kMXe42VoqyM
https://calendly.com/karina-raftery
mailto:hello@littlescribe.com
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